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Abstract
The interplanetary plasma and fields are affected by the degree of
disturbance that is related to the number and types of sunspots in the
solar surface. Sunspot observations were improved with the introduc-
tion of the telescope in the seventeenth century, allowing observations
which cover many centuries. A single quantity (sunspot number) was
defined by Wolf in 1848 that is now known to be well correlated with
many space observable quantities and is used herein to represent vari-
ations caused in the space radiation environment. The resultant envi-
ronmental models are intended for future aircraft and space-travel-
related exposure estimates.
Introduction
The cyclic variation of the number of sunspots was first observed by Heinrich Schwabe between
1826 and 1843 and led Rudolf Wolf to make systematic observations starting in 1848 (ref. 1). The Wolf
sunspot number R is an expression of individual spots and spot groupings, according to the relation
R = k (10 g +y') where fis the number of individual sunspots, g is the number of groups, and k is an
empirical observational factor depending on site of observation and the individual observer. Apart from
the rather arbitrary nature of the Wolf sunspot number definition and the subjective observational factor,
the defined quantity has demonstrated success in its correlation to a number of solar observables. Wolf
also studied the historical record in an attempt to establish a database on cyclic variations of the past. He
established a cycle database to only 1700, although the technology and techniques for careful solar
observations were first available in 1610. Gustav Spoerer later suggested a 70-year period before 1716
in which sunspots were rarely observed as the reason for Wolf's inability to extend the cycles into the
seventeenth century. Maunder would later suggest a period over which the Sun had changed modality
from a period in which sunspots all but disappeared from the solar surface, followed by the appearance
of sunspot cycles starting in 1700. Careful studies revealed the problem not to be a lack of observational
data but included references to negative observations (refs. 1 and 2). Adding to this understanding of the
absence of solar activity cycles were observations of aurorae, which were also absent at the same time.
Even the lack of a solar corona during lunar eclipses was noted prior to 1715 (refs. 1 and 3). Excellent
reviews of the solar cycle are given by Eddy (ref. 1) and Withbroe (ref. 3).
Modem evidence of a prolonged period of cessation of solar activity in the seventeenth century
comes from historical levels of the cosmogenic 14C observed in tree rings (ref. 4) and provides an even
older record on solar activity, as the rate of production is controlled (through the modulation of galactic
cosmic rays), in part, by solar activity (refs. 1 and 3). The 14C levels also depend on the geomagnetic
field strength and the solar particle event fluence, as well as on the dynamics of climate, and especially
the ocean's solubility for 14C. One can conclude that the 14C levels are consistent with a minimum of
solar cycle activity in the latter half of the seventeenth century and that there are also indications of
extended periods of even higher levels of solar activity in the past (refs. 1 and 3). Further evidence indi-
cates that known climatic variations also correlate well with the presence or absence of solar activity
cycles (ref. 3). Clearly, the apparent modem cyclic variation of the solar sunspot number is, at best, a
temporary phenomenon.
A modem understanding of sunspots starts with G. E. Hale (ref. 5), in which magnetic fields and
sunspots are linked. Hale suggested that the sunspot cycle period is 22 years, covering two polar
reversals of the solar magnetic dipole field. Babcock (ref. 6) later proposed a qualitative model for the
dynamics of the solar outer layers as follows: The start of the 22-year cycle begins with a
well-establisheddipolefieldcomponentalignedalongthesolarrotationalaxis(fig. l(a)).Thefieldlines
tendtobeheldbythehighlyconductivesolarplasmaof thesolarsurface.Thesolarsurfaceplasmarota-
tionrateisdifferentatdifferentlatitudes,andtherotationrateis 20percentfasterattheequatorthanat
thepoles(onerotationevery27days).Consequently,themagneticfieldlinesarewrappedby20percent
every27days.Aftermanyrotations,thefieldlinesbecomehighlytwistedandbundled,increasingtheir
intensity,andtheresultingbuoyancylifts thebundleto thesolarsurface,formingabipolarfield that
appearsastwospots,asdisplayedbythekinksin thefieldlinesin figurel(b). Thesunspotsresultfrom
thestronglocalmagneticfieldsin thesolarsurfacethatexcludethelight-emittingsolarplasmaand
appearasdarkenedspotsonthesolarsurface(fig.2).Theleadingspotof thebipolarfieldhasthesame
polarityasthesolarhemisphere(fig. l(b)),andthetrailingspotisof oppositepolarity(ref.3).Thelead-
ing spotof thebipolarfield tendsto migratetowardstheequator,whilethetrailingspotof opposite
polaritymigratestowardsthesolarpoleof therespectivehemispherewith aresultantreductionof the
solardipolemoment.Thisprocessof sunspotformationandmigrationcontinuesuntil thesolardipole
fieldreverses(afterabout11years).Themagneticfieldof thespotattheequatorsometimesweakens,
allowinganinflux of coronalplasmathatincreasestheinternalpressureandformsamagneticbubble
whichmayburstandproduceanejectionof coronalmass,leavingacoronalholewithopenfieldlines
(ref.3).Suchacoronalmassejectionisseenatthetopof figure3.Suchholesareasourceof thehigh-
speedsolarwind.Thefluctuationsin thebundledfieldsconvertmagneticfieldenergyintoplasmaheat-
ing,producingemissionofelectromagneticradiationasintenseultraviolet(UV)andX-rays(ref.3).The
solardipolefield,throughsimilarprocesses,reversesagainattheendof the22-yearcycle.
ThesunspotcycleaffectsthenearEarthenvironment.Theabilityto projectthoseeffectsintothe
futuredependsontheabilityto projectthesunspotcycleto futuredatesandto establishcorrelations
withnearEarthenvironmentalquantities.Sofar,theabilitytomakesuchprojectionshasbeenlessthan
successful.AsnotedbyWithbroe(ref.3),the38differentpredictionsofmaximumsunspotnumberfor
cycle21coveredtherangeof 30to203,forwhichonepredictionwasboundto agreewithobservation.
Notall historicsunspotdataareof thesamequality.It is generallyagreedthataconsistentsetof
datahasbeenderivedsinceWolf's initiationof sunspotsurveillancein 1848(solarcycle9 to the
present).Acceptablevaluesaretheobservationsbetween1818and1847(solarcycles6 to 8),which
includetheobservationsof Schwabe(asdiscussedin ref. 1).Thequalitydiminishesbefore1818tothe
earliestcompilationof Wolf to 1700(includingsolarcycles1to 5 andearliercycleswhichhavenot
beennumbered).Mostcycleprojectionsarebasedonlyonthenumberedcycles(1755tothepresent)or
onlyonthosecyclesfollowing1848(solarcycle9 tothepresent).Alternativepredictionschemeshave
beenbasedonprecursormodelsor statisticalmodels.In thepresentreport,wedevelopa statistical
modelbasedontheaccumulatingcyclesunspotdatatoestimatefuturelevelsof cycleactivity.Afterthe
developmentof thecyclestatisticalmodel,weexaminethecouplingof thesolarcyclemodelto space-
relatedquantitiesof interestoradiationprotection.
Solar Cycle Statistical Model
Given the long history of failures in solar cycle forecasting by even sophisticated methods (ref. 3), it
is with some trepidation that we venture into the present study. The main hope for the present model is
that errors are self-correcting as cycle observations become available, and the assumption of extrapola-
tion from cycle to cycle is uncertain due to randomizing processes at the close of each cycle. This ran-
domization seems to be in the nature of past cycle variations, as will be shown in the present analysis.
Of course, this randomization at the close of each cycle will be a future obstacle in forecasting, unless a
fundamental understanding of the transition from cycle to cycle is developed.
The monthlyaveragedsunspotnumberis shownin figure 4 for the years1750through
September1996(nearminimumattheendof cycle22).As onecansee,thecyclehasmanymaxima
andminimawithineachcycle,andthe"solarminimum"andthe"solarmaximum"arederivedbylong-
termaveragingof themonthlysunspotnumbers.Theestimatedatesfor solarmaximaandminimaare
givenin table1, includingthoseof theNationalOceanicandAtmosphericAdministration(NOAA)
SpaceEnvironmentalCenter.Cycle1is thefirst full cyclein thefigure.Theoddcycleshavethesolar
dipolemomentalignedalongtherotationalaxis,whileevencyclesarereversed.Thereis no immedi-
atelyobviouspatternin figure4 otherthanageneralcyclicvariationof the10-to 13-yearperiod,fluc-
tuatingamplitude,differingminima,andvariableshape.Onecouldimaginethatcycles1 to 4 have
similarityto cycles17to20,butthepatternisbrokenwiththedissimilarityof cycles5 and6,in com-
parisonwithcycles21and22.
In derivingastatisticalmodelfor solarcycleprojection,weconsiderthepossibilitythatthestatisti-
calpopulationsdependon theorientationof thesolardipolemoment.Thedistributionof theannual
averagedmaximaof theeven,odd,andall cyclesis shownin figure5. Thedistributionsaresimilar,
withaslightshiftof evencyclestosmallersunspotmaxima.Greaterdifferencesbetweenoddandeven
cyclesareseenin theannualaveragedminimaatthestartof eachcycle,asshownin figure6.In this
case,oddcyclestendto shiftto smallerminima.Thecycledurationis nearlyindependentof theodd-
evenpopulation,asshownin figure7.Thesunspotminimumiscorrelatedwith thecyclemaximum,as
seenin figure8,althoughthescatterabouthecorrelationlineis somewhatlarge.Thesunspotnumber
randomizesthroughtheremainderof thecyclesothatthesucceedingsolarminimumisnotcorrelated
with thepriorcyclemaximum,asseenin figure9.Thistendencytorandomizeattheendof thecycle
alsoindicatesthestatisticalindependenceof theoddandevencyclepopulations.
In developingthepresentmodel,weassumea differencebetweenevenandoddcyclesandtreat
themas two independentpopulations.Giventhe time of theprior solarminimumin the current
cycle23,thistimeisestimatedtobeSeptember1996;wegeneratefor eachsuccessivemonthanappro-
priate(accordingtoevenoroddcycle)populationdistributionandtheassociatedcumulativefrequency
spectrum.In thisway,wecalculatethepercentilegroupsfor eachmonthafterthecycle23minimum
anddisplaythosedistributionsthrough2010in figure10.Datafromthefirst ninemonthsof cycle23
arealsoshownin figure10,asthefilledcircles,andareshownin expandedviewin figure11.Thecur-
rentcycleisrunningabovethe70-percentilegroup,asseenin thefigures.Theseresultsdependonthe
assumedsolarminimum,whichis notpreciselyknownuntil well intocycle23,astheminimumis
dependentonthelong-termrunningaverageof thesunspotnumber,whichcannotbedeterminedexcept
in retrospect.
Theseresultsareusedto projectsunspotnumberintothefutureasfollows:Thecurrentcyclesun-
spotnumberateachmonthis usedto calculatetherangeof percentilegroupsthatcontainthecurrent
cycledata.Thiscalculationis illustratedin figure12,whereprojectionsfor thepresentsolarcycle23
arebasedonanassumedminimuminSeptember1996(note:theminimaandmaximaarelocatedonthe
basisof long-termrunningaverages).Themeanpercentilegroupingof thecurrentcycleis 82percent,
with astandardeviationof 18percent.Long-termprojectionsbasedon theresultsof figure12are
shownin figure13.In figure13,weshowthecontinuation,throughpartof cycle24,of thepercentile
groupsforbothmonthlyvaluesandannualaveragesunspotnumbersthrough2010.Oneshouldbearin
mindthatrandomizationwill occurneartheendof cycle23,andtheappropriatepercentilegroupingfor
cycle24 is independentof cycle23variations.Onlyanimprovedunderstandingof howthetransition
fromonecycleto thenextis madewill allowextrapolationwithconfidenceacrosscycleboundaries.
Notethatprojectionsovermorethanonecycleintroduceuncertaintiesnotonlyin thefutureamplitude,
dueto randomizationnearthecycleboundary,butalsoreflectuncertaintyin thecycleduration.Hence,
theestimateof thenextsolarmaximumandminimumis uncertain,in additionto thecorresponding
sunspotnumbers.Ascycle23progresses,wemaycontinueto plotthemonthlyaveragesunspotnum-
bersandestimatesof thepercentilegroupof theexpandingcycle23observations.Thebeginningof this
processi shownin figure13.Recallthatonlythefirst9monthsof datawereusedinmakingtheprojec-
tion,sothatthenext12monthsof datashownin thefigureareatestof thegoodnessof theprojection.It
appearsthatthecurrentcyclewill runitscoursein thehighsideof theuncertaintybandandpromisesto
beoneof thelargercyclesyetobserved.Asthecycleprogresses,theuncertaintyin percentilegrouping
couldbecontractedaboutheexpandingcurrentdatathroughreanalysisof thecurrentcyclepercentile
group(similarto fig. 12)tobetterdefinefuturevalueswithintheremainderof thecycle.Adjustmentof
thecycle23minimummayalsobedictatedbynewdata.
Becausethetimeto achievesolarmaximumis correlatedto thepercentilegroup,wemayestimate
thetimeto thenextsolarmaximum,asshownin figure14.Hence,thenextsolarmaximumiscurrently
projectedto be in June2000,with anuncertaintyfactorof 15months.Thecorrespondingannual
averaged-maximumsunspotnumberis expectedto be155,withanuncertaintyof 26.Thedurationof
cycle23issimilarlyanalyzedin figure15,andthenextsolarminimumisexpectedtobeinMarch2007,
with16months'uncertainty.ThesunspotminimuminMarch2007isexpectedtobe11,withanuncer-
taintyof 3. Theestimatesof thecycle23maximumandthecycle24minimumvaluesaregivenin
table2.
Radio Flux Output
The energetic UV is important to atmospheric heating that results in an expansion of the atmosphere
to higher altitudes. Particles trapped in the Earth's magnetic field at low altitudes impact the atmo-
spheric constituents, losing energy in the collision. The lifetimes of specific energy groups are partly
governed by this energy loss (especially at the altitudes below L of 1.25, a region of importance to low
Earth orbit operations) (refs. 7 to 9). The symbol L is the geomagnetic coordinate equal to the radial dis-
tance in Earth radii on the equator. Thus, the expansion of the Earth's atmosphere is important to under-
standing the trapped radiation levels in low Earth orbit. The UV and X-ray outputs are correlated with
the 10.7-cm radio flux output F10.7. Radio output is then an important parameter relating to the trapped
radiations in low Earth orbit. The correlation of the 10.7-cm radio flux output, with sunspot number, is
shown in figure 16. This correlation does not depend strongly on the cycle number. Because the trapped
particles have lifetimes of many days to years, we will use the annual average radio output as one indi-
cator of environmental levels. While it is true that the inner zone radiations are mainly the result of
decaying albedo neutrons produced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere, which are correlated with neutron
monitor count rate (see next section), the particles are likewise affected by the interaction with the atmo-
sphere that determines their lifetimes. The atmospheric density is related to the radio output.
Galactic Cosmic Ray Modulation
Cosmic rays entering the solar system interact with the outward propagating solar wind, in which is
embedded the solar magnetic field. A solution of the Fokker-Planck equation was found by Parker
(ref. 10), in which the inward diffusion of galactic cosmic rays is balanced by the outward convection
by the solar wind. The density of cosmic ions within the solar system, assuming spherical symmetry, is
then related to the external density as
g(r,R)=go(R)exp[-IrV(r')dr'/D(r',R) ] (1)
wherebt(r,R) is the ion density at radial distance r and rigidity R (particle momentum per unit charge),
bt0(R) is the density in interstellar space, V(r) is the solar wind velocity, and D(r,R) is the diffusion
coefficient (ref. 11). The wind velocity and diffusion coefficient depend on the solar activity, and there
is a phase shift between sunspot number and modulation, as the wind generated at the solar surface dif-
fuses into the modulation cavity that extends far out into the solar system. A simplified version of the
diffusion model was implemented by Badhwar and O'Neill (ref. 12), in which the solar wind is held
constant at 400 km/sec, and the diffusion coefficient is taken as a function of time and is correlated with
the Mount Washington neutron monitor count rate. The diffusion was bimodal, with unique dependence
on the orientation of the solar magnetic dipole. Parker assumes an isotropic diffusion coefficient in
which the diffusion coefficient generally increases with radial distance as D(r,R) = Do(R)r s where a
(the exponent for the radial dependance of the diffusion coefficient) is found to be on the order of 0 to 2.
The above assumptions lead to
g(r,R) = g0(R) exp -V 0 rl0 - r /[(1 - s)Do(R)] (2)
where V0, r0, and Do(R ) are the wind speed, size of the modulation cavity (50 to 100 AU), and diffu-
sion coefficient at 1 AU, respectively. Equation (2) is used to scale the modulated flux at 1 AU to arbi-
trary distance. Modulation studies using various Pioneer, Voyager, and Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform (IMP) spacecraft show variability of s with the solar cycle for some restricted energy ranges,
but the gross behavior for all energies above 70 MeV is well represented by s = 0.5 (ref. 13), which we
assume hereafter.
The neutrons generated by galactic cosmic rays at the Deep River neutron monitor site (longitude
45 ° N, latitude 77 ° W, 145-m altitude) during cycles 19 and 21 are shown in figure 17 as a function of
sunspot number. The time delay between changes in the number of sunspots and modulation of the cos-
mic ray intensities is clearly apparent as a hysteresis in the correlation. There appears to be a reasonably
well-established pattern of count rate and sunspot number for these cycles in spite of the much higher
sunspot numbers of cycle 19. We have attempted to define a correlation function between the sunspot
number on the rising side of the cycle and a second correlation function on the declining side of the
cycle. The two correlation functions are bridged by three equal yearly steps, starting 1 year before solar
maximum. This correlation model is used in all odd cycles for which the solar polar field and rotational
axis are aligned.
The Deep River neutron monitor count rates for cycles 20 and 22 are shown in figure 18. The corre-
lation functions on the rising and declining sides of the even cycles are nearly cycle independent, even
though cycle 22 was substantially more intense than cycle 20. The transition from the rising correlation
function to the declining correlation function is made only 1 year after solar maximum is achieved. The
only exception to the correlation functions is during 1971 and 1972, when the decline of sunspot num-
ber was halted by an abrupt increase in sunspot number, during which time it seems that the dynamics
are a restart of a cycle before continuing the decline in 1973 and 1974. We have not attempted to model
such reversals, although such a model could easily be developed. The transition between cycles is made
in the year prior to solar minimum.
As a test on the correlation functions, we show in figure 19 the "predicted" Deep River neutron
monitor count rates using sunspot numbers in comparison with the measured values. In the figure we
have completed cycle 22 using data from Calgary (N51, W114, 1128-m altitude) and a correlation func-
tion between Calgary and Deep River, as the Deep River monitor was discontinued in December 1995.
With the exception of 1971 and 1972, as discussed above, the ability to project the Deep River neutron
monitor count rate from the sunspot numbers appears relatively accurate. Thus, the ability to project
sunspot numbers into the future will allow us to project the cosmic ray intensities with reasonable
accuracy.
Inpaststatisticalmodels,themeanof aparticularsubsetof thecycleswasusedasapredictorofthe
nextcycle(ref. 14).Themeansunspotnumber,withabroadconfidenceinterval,wouldbeusedin the
presentanalysisfor crossingthecycleboundaries.A comparisonof theDeepRiverneutronmonitor
countratebasedon thispredictormethod,asappliedto evenandoddcycles,is shownin figure20.
Clearly,suchprojections,whennodataonthecyclebeingprojectedareavailable,areoftenpoor;better
methodsforthetransitiontosuccessivecyclesareneeded.
In theBadhwar-O'Neillmodel(ref.12),thegalacticcosmicannualfluencewasevaluatedfor suc-
cessivesolarmaximaandminimasincethemaximumof solarcycle19in 1958.Theyhavefurthereval-
uatedthecorrespondingdoseanddoseequivalentsfor0- and5-cmdepthsin awatertargetshieldedby
1,3, 10,and20g/cm2of aluminumbyusingtheICRP26qualityfactor(ref.15)andtheHZETRNcode
(ref. 16).WehaveevaluatedtheannualaverageDeepRiverneutronmonitorcountratefor eachmini-
mumor maximumspecifiedin theBadhwar-O'Neillmodelandusethesevaluesto interpolatethe
Badhwar-O'Neillmodelto intermediateyears.Thecorrespondingdoseequivalentratesusingthe
ICRP60qualityfactors(ref.17)areshownin figures21and22.Themodelpredictsthatcycle23will
providearatherlargemaximumwhereinreasonablylow dosesarereceivedoveranextendedperiod.
Ontheotherhand,cycle24exhibitsanarrowmaximumperiodoverwhichdosesarerelativelylarge.
Oneshouldbearinmindthatthecycle24predicationsin thepresentmodelareveryuncertainduetothe
randomizationexpectedattheendof cycle23.
Modulation of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation (AIR)
Atmospheric ionizing radiation (AIR) results from the interaction of cosmic rays with the Earth's
atmosphere. As the cosmic ray intensities are modulated by the solar activity, so are the atmospheric
radiations modulated with time. The AIR model version 0 is the parametric fit to data gathered by the
Langley Research Center studies of the radiations at Supersonic Transport (SST) altitudes in the years
1965 to 1971, covering the rise and decline of solar cycle 20. Scaling of the data with respect to geo-
magnetic cutoff, altitude, and modulation of the Deep River neutron monitor was found to allow map-
ping of the environment to all locations at all times, resulting in an empirically based model named AIR
model Version 0 (ref. 18). The basic data consisted of tissue equivalent ion chamber rates, fast neutron
spectrometer, and nuclear emulsion detection of nuclear reaction products in amino acids (gel). The
model was based on global surveys with airplanes and balloons. The latitude surveys by balloons and
aircraft are shown for the transition maximum and at subsonic aircraft altitudes of 250 g/cm 2 in
figure 23. The curves in the figure are our approximation to the data and are given in terms of rigidity R,
atmospheric depth x, and Deep River neutron monitor count rate C in units of the maximum (7157) by
O0(x,R,C ) = f(R,C) exp (-x/_)- F(R,C) exp (-x/A) (3)
where
f(R,C) = exp (250/_)OOs(R,C) (4)
F(R,C) = (A/_)f(R,C) exp (xm/A- xm/_ ) (5)
and
A = _[1 -q_,,,(R,C) exp (x,,,/_)/f(R,C)] (6)
x m = 50 + ln{2000 + exp [-2(C- 100)1} (7)
(_s(R,C) = 0.17 + [0.787 + 0.035(C - 100)] exp (-R2/25)
+ {-0.107 -0.0265(C - 100) + 0.612 exp [(C - 100)/3.73] } exp (-R2/139.2) (8)
d?m(R,C ) = 0.23 + [1.1 + 0.0167(C- 100)] exp (-R2/81)
+ {0.991 + 0.051(C - 100) + 0.4 exp [(C - 100)/3.73]} exp (-R2/12.96)
(9)
)_ = 160 + 2R (10)
The neutron environment model is shown in figure 23 in comparison to experimental measurements.
The flux from 1 to 10 MeV is converted to dose equivalent and dose rates by using 3.14 pSv-(cm2/s)/hr
and 0.5 pGy-(cm2/s)/hr, respectively. These coefficients are based on older dosimetric relations, as
described by Foelsche et al. (ref. 19). The current estimates use the ICRP 60 quality factor (ref. 17),
which increases the neutron dose equivalent by about 55 percent, relative to the ICRP26 values.
Unfortunately, not all ion chamber data or all nuclear emulsion data were reduced. For our purpose,
we use argon-filled ion chamber data to represent the altitude, latitude, and solar cycle dependence of
dose from all components except neutrons, and we use the available tissue equivalent ion chamber data
as a guide. The argon-filled ion chamber data of Neher and Anderson (refs. 20 and 21) was compiled by
Curtis et al. (as mentioned in ref. 22) at the 1965 solar minimum (C = 98.3) in table 3 and the 1958 solar
maximum (C = 80) in table 4. We have augmented the table by Curtis with data from the work of Neher
and Anderson. Note that the low-energy GCR had not fully recovered in the summer of 1965, with the
result that the high-latitude ionization at high altitude is about 10 percent lower than that in 1954. Fur-
thermore, the 1958 measurements near solar maximum covered only at mid-to-high latitudes, and the
low-latitude data in table 4 are likely to be about 10 percent too high at high altitudes. The ionization
rates in tables 3 and 4 are the rates in air per atmosphere of pressure (directly related to the exposure unit
Roentgen). The atmospheric ionization rates are interpolated in altitude, geomagnetic cutoff, and solar
modulation and are directly converted to exposure units and absorbed dose in tissue. The comparison
with the tissue equivalent ion chamber requires the addition of the neutron-absorbed dose rates, and
good consistency between this method and the tissue equivalent ion chamber has been demonstrated
(ref. 18). Dose equivalent estimates require an estimate of the high LET components associated with
charged particles and are found from the measurements in nuclear emulsion, as shown elsewhere
(refs. 18 and 19). The corresponding average quality factor for the argon ion chamber dose is
Q = 1 + 0.35 exp (-x/416) - 0.194 exp (-x/65) (11)
This quality factor is to be applied only to the dose component derived from the argon ion chamber. The
approximate average quality factor, given by equation (11), was fit to data at high latitudes and high
altitudes and is a source of uncertainty elsewhere in the atmosphere. Note that Q, as given by
equation(ll), declines to unity deep in the atmosphere where muons dominate the exposure as
expected.
In the present version of the model, we use the Deep River neutron monitor data where available,
predict the Deep River neutron monitor count rate by using known sunspot numbers when they are
available, and project sunspot numbers by assuming the appropriate percentile (82 percent for cycle 23)
for futuredates.A conservativeprojectionfor afuturecycle,for whichthereareyetnodata,shouldbe
usedin thesensethatexposureswouldnot likelybeunderestimated.Thisconservatismwouldusethe
10-percentilegroupfor thesunspotnumber.As cyclesunspotdataareobtained,improvedprojections
canbemade,asillustratedin thediscussionof figure 11.Thehigh-altitudeexposuresthatusethe
ICRP60qualityfactorin theatmosphereareshownin figure24by usingthe82percentilegroupfor
projection.
Modulation of Trapped Radiations
The particles trapped in the geomagnetic field were modeled for data obtained during two epochs of
solar cycle 20 (the solar minimum of 1964 and the solar maximum of 1970), and best estimates of mag-
netic field coordinates were taken from current field models at the time of measurement (ref. 23). The
1964 analysis using magnetic field model IGRF-65/epoch 1964 resulted in particle population maps
AP8 MIN and AE8 MIN for trapped protons and electrons, respectively. The 1970 analysis using the
magnetic field model United States Coast & Geodetic Survey/epoch 1970 resulted in the particle popu-
lation maps of AP8 MAX and AE8 MAX. It was believed at one time that better estimates of particle
environments could be gained by evaluating the population maps defined on invariant Mcllwain coordi-
nates over current magnetic field estimates. This interpolation would, for example, contain the west-
ward shift of the south Atlantic anomaly observed in recent years by Badhwar et al. (ref. 24). However,
it was recognized by the Shuttle dosimetry group (ref. 23) that large errors resulted from such a proce-
dure, and it was concluded that the use of the particle population maps interpolated over the field model,
for which the population map was derived, would provide the best estimates of the long-term, orbital-
averaged particle environments, even though the westward shift is not represented. A comparison of the
Shuttle dosimetric results at various times in the last few solar cycles and model calculations is shown in
figure 25. The upper curve is for solar minimum (1964) and the lower curve for solar maximum (1970).
The triangles are interpolations that use the solar 10.7-cm radio output evaluated by Atwell et al.
(ref. 23).
Following the work of Atwell et al. (ref. 23), we have used the 10.7-cm radio output to scale the
trapped electron environments as a function of solar cycle. The rationale is that the outer zone electrons
are trapped through the magnetospheric tail and are lost after radial diffusion into the atmosphere near
the polar regions. The injection and the atmospheric loss are correlated with the radio output at 10.7 cm,
which is used herein as the appropriate interpolating function. The electron flux is assumed to be
fe(E) = fe,min(E) exp (-O_eFlO.7 ) (12)
where fe,min (E) is the electron flux at solar minimum and o_e is evaluated by using AE8 MAX data
derived from cycle 20 measurements. In the model, we use the prior 15-month average of the 10.7-cm
radio output for FI0.7. The proton environment has, as its source, the neutron albedo, and the losses
occur through atmospheric interaction. The proton environment is then proportional, in steady state, to
the source and the lifetime due to atmospheric interaction (ref. 25). The interpolation procedure is then
taken as the product of neutron monitor count rate and solar radio output at 10.7 cm. The proton flux is
then extrapolated as
expE (13)
where fp,min (E) is the proton flux at solar minimum, and O_pis evaluated by using the AP8 MAX data
derived from cycle 20 measurements. In the model, the quantity (DRNM FI0.7 ) is averaged over the
prior 15 months.
The electron and proton environment in the International Space Station (ISS) orbit of 51.6 ° inclina-
tion and at an altitude of 400 km is shown in figures 26 and 27. Figure 26 shows the electron flux at
three energies (0.5, 1, and 3 MeV), as a function of radio flux (W/m2-s). The curves are found by inter-
polation, using a 15-month average of the radio flux data with assumed exponential dependence in
equation (12) and hysteresis results from the difference in averaging on the rising and declining side of
the cycle. The odd cycles are shown in figure 26(a), and the even cycles are shown in figure 26(b) for
the years 1955 to 2005. The outermost curve is for cycle 19, the largest observed cycle. The inner loops
of figure 26(a) are cycles 21 and 23. The even cycles, 20 and 22, are shown in figure 26(b). The inner
loop is cycle 20, for which the AE8 MIN and MAX database is derived. The extreme right is the AE8
MAX model and the extreme left is the AE8 MIN model. One can see clearly that most cycles require
extrapolation far beyond the cycle 20 data set. The proton flux is assumed to depend on the 15-month
average of the Deep River neutron monitor count rate and radio flux output with exponential depen-
dence, as given by equation (13). The results are shown in figure 27. The odd cycles are shown in
figure 27(a), and even cycles are shown in figure 27(b). The hysteresis now arises from the hysteresis in
the Deep River neutron monitor count rate as well as from the averaging over the ascending and
descending phase of the cycle. Cycle 19 is the outer most loop in figure 27(a), while cycles 21 and 23
are the inner loops. Cycle 20, for which measurements were made, is the inner loop in figure 27(b), and
the outer loop is cycle 22.
The time dependence is shown in figure 28. The electron flux is shown in figure 28(a) at the three
energies of 0.5, 1, and 3 MeV. The variation over time is largest for the 0.5-MeV data and reaches sig-
nificantly higher values for most cycles than does the AE8 MAX of cycle 20. The proton flux variations
are greatest for the lowest proton energies but are still significant at the highest energies. Again we
notice that much larger variations occur during most cycles, compared to the variation of cycle 20. We
emphasize that these results are tentative and will be tested against Shuttle measurements in the near
future.
Variations at zero inclinations are shown in figure 29. Although no precise comparison can be made
with the data on the geomagnetic equator of Huston, Kuck, and Pfitzer (ref. 26), a qualitative compari-
son can be made at zero inclination because the equatorial orbits oscillate about the magnetic equator. In
figure 29, the odd cycles have a narrower hysteresis loop compared to the even cycles; otherwise, they
cover similar dynamic ranges. Compared with the data of Huston, Kuck, and Pfitzer, cycle 22 in the
present model (outer loop in fig. 29(b)) covers a smaller dynamic range (about a factor of 4) than the
Huston, Kuck, and Pfitzer analysis (about a factor of 10). The loops of the Huston results are nearly a
factor of 8 for flux values on the rising cycle, compared with the flux values on the declining cycle at
the lowest altitude (L = 1.14). The present results are only a factor of 2 to 3. One can also note that the
Huston, Kuck, and Pfitzer result at the highest altitude (L = 1.2) shows no general decline over the
cycle, while the results in figure 29 show a general decline on the order of a factor up to 1.5 from solar
minimum to solar maximum.
Concluding Remarks
Even though little success in the past has been achieved in predicting the solar cycle variation, we
have developed a statistical model which has shown some promise in the first 21 months of cycle 23 and
can be updated as the cycle progresses, allowing a convergence toward improved estimates as the cycle
progresses. There is still a problem in cycle projection from one cycle to the next because a
randomization process occurs at the end of each cycle. Only by a dynamic model based on some yet
unidentified observable factor will allow reliable predictions of successive cycle dependence. The pur-
pose of the current projection is to provide a basis of estimating exposures in future missions. The
uncertainties of such predictions are clearly large, and the effect of these uncertainties on future shield
design requires further study.
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Table1.SunspotMaximandMinimaforCycles1-22
[NOAAisNationalOceanicandAtmosphericAdministration.]
Solarminimum Solarmaximum
Solarcycle NOAA Runningaveragea NOAAb Runningaveragea
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
1755.2
1766.5
1775.5
1784.7
1798.3
1810.6
1823.3
1833.9
1843.5
1856.0
1867.2
1878.9
1889.6
1901.7
1913.6
1923.6
1933.8
1944.2
1954.3
1964.9
1976.5
1986.8
1755(7)
1766(2)
1775(7)
1784(5)
1798(4)
1810(8)
1823(1)
1833(10)
1843(10)
1856(2)
1867(2)
1878(8)
1889(5)
1901(8)
1913(2)
1923(5)
1933(8)
1944(2)
1954(2)
1964(10)
1976(2)
1986(2)
1761.5
1769.7
1778.4
1788.1
1804(1805.2)
1816.4
1830(1829.9)
1837.2
1848.1
1860.1
1870.6
1883.9
1893(1894.1)
1905(1907.0)
1917.6
1928.4
1937.4
1947.5
1957.9
1968.9
1979.9
1989.6
1761(5)
1769(11)
1778(8)
1788(2)
1804(8)
1816(7)
1829(11)
1837(4)
1848(5)
1860(2)
1870(10)
1883(11)
1893(10)
1906(4)
1917(11)
1928(2)
1937(10)
1948(1)
1958(1)
1969(2)
1980(2)
1989(11)
aValuesinparenthesesdenotethemonth.
bValuesinparenthesesdenoteuncertainty.
Table2.PredictedSunspotCycleParameteroEndofCycle23
Parameters
Dateofsmoothedcyclemaximum..............
Smoothedsunspotnumberatmaximum..........
Dateofsmoothedcycle24minimum............
Smoothedsunspotnumberatminimum..........
Statisticalprediction
Lowendofrange
March1999
129
November2005
9
Average
June2000
155
March2007
11
Highendofrange
Sep_mber2001
181
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N(a) Cycle start. (b) Cycle progression.
Figure 1. The Babcock solar cycle model. (Adapted from Withbroe, ref. 3.)
Figure 2. Full-disk white light image of Sun on November 26, 1996, showing sunspots and bright plage region in
midst of two spots on lower western limb. (Reprinted with permission of the Big Bear Solar Observatory,
www.bbso.njit.edu.)
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Figure 3. Coronagraph of Sun showing coronal mass ejection near solar maximum on April 14, 1980. (Reprinted
with permission of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, www.hao.ucar.edu.)
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Figure 4. Sunspot number database from 1750 to present. (Data provided by NOAA, www.sec.noaa.gov.)
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Figure 5. Cumulative frequency distribution of cycle maxima smoothed sunspot number.
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Figure 6. Cumulative frequency distribution of cycle minima smoothed sunspot number.
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Figure 8. Correlation of smoothed maxima of sunspot cycle with smoothed minimum.
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Figure 10. Solar cycle 22 data followed by population distributions of sunspot numbers for all even-numbered
cycles. First several monthly averaged stmspot numbers of cycle 23 are shown as data points.
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Figure 13. Projected cycle 23 sunspot number and statistical uncertainty. Also shown is new cycle 23 sunspot data
since projection was made. (Compare with fig. 11.)
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Figure 14. Predicted time to maximum of cycle 23 based on first 9 months of cycle 23 data.
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Figure 15. Predicted duration of cycle 23 based on first 9 months of cycle 23.
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Figure 16. Correlation of solar radio flux W/m2-s with sunspot number.
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Figure 17. Correlation of Deep River neutron monitor count rate, with sunspot number for cycles 19 and 21.
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Figure 18. Correlation of solar Deep River neutron monitor count rate, with sunspot number for cycles 20 and 22.
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Figure 19. Predicted Deep River neutron monitor count rate using actual sunspot number data and correlation
functions in figures 17 and 18 compared with measured data.
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Figure 20. Predicted Deep River neutron monitor count rate using odd and even cycle expectation values com-
pared with measured data.
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Figure 22. Annual average 5-cm depth dose equivalent behind aluminum shield of various thicknesses.
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Figure 26. Solar cycle variation of electron flux in 51.6 ° inclination at 400-km altitude during odd and even cycles
for 1955 to 2005.
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Figure 27. Solar cycle variation of proton flux in 51.6 ° inclination at 400-km altitude during odd and even cycles
for 1955 to 2005.
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Figure 28. Time variation of electron flux and proton flux in 51.6 ° inclination at 400-km altitude for 1955 to 2005.
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(a) Proton flux for odd cycles at four altitudes.
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Figure 29. Solar cycle variation of 100 MeV proton flux for odd and even cycles in equatorial orbit at various
altitudes. (The symbol r is radial distance; the symbol re is radius of the Earth.)
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